Accuracy in complex dielectric permittivity calculations in binary dielectric mixtures in two-dimensions are reported by taking into account the shape of the inclusion phase. The dielectric permittivity of the mixtures were calculated using the finite element, and the permittivities were estimated by two different procedures. The results were compared with those of analytical models based on mean field approximation and regular arrangement of disks. We have approached the problem emphasizing the finite-size behavior in which regular polygons with n sides were assumed to mimic the disk inclusion phase. It was found that at low concentrations, < 30 %, considering an decagon (n = 10) cause an error of < 0.1 % in the effective medium quantities compared with the results obtained using the analytical models.
Introduction
To predict and to better design (tailor) composite materials for electrical applications, such as composite insulators [1, 2] and elecromagetic shields [3] , etc, have been a challenge for both theoretical and practical importance [4] . In early days of electromagnetics theory, effective electrical properties, i.e., conductivity, σ, and permittivity, ǫ, of systems composed of two phases have been calculated analytically by effective mean field approaches [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] (ema) and regular arrangement of disks [10, 11] (rad). And nowadays, computer simulations have become as an alternative way of doing science closer 1 TUNCER to experiment than theory but complementory to both. Moreover, with the help of new computation techniques to solve partial differential equations, numerical simulations of more complex systems, such as systems with several components with arbitrary shapes, can be considered and desired properties can be calculated. However, like experiments, computer simulations produce data rather than theories and should be judged on the quality of those data. Accodingly, the reliability of the applied technique and accuracy of the obtained results must be checked and be verified either by analytical solutions or by performing the same calculations with a different technique or tool [12] . The latter procedure can be, for example, applications of the finite element and the finite difference methods to the same problem. The former one, to verify with an analyical solution, is not, on the other hand, an easy task in most of the cases, in which either there are no analytical solutions or approximations are considered in the analytical solutions. Moreover, when the numerical results are taken into consideration, there are plausible sources of errors which originate from the model. The numerical errors can be eliminated by changing the order of the applied model or the discritization method used.
In this paper, the accuracy in the numerical calculations of effective electrical properties of a binary dielectric mixture is reported by taking into account the finite-size scaling. A field simulation software, based on the finite element method (fem), has been used, and the effective properties has been calculated by two different ways. The results were compared with those of two anaytical solutions, which are based on ema and rad.
Electrical properties of binary mixtures
Electrical properties of materials can be described by the dependence of either the complex dielectric permittivity, ε(ω), or complex (ac) conductivity, ς(ω), on the frequency, ω and on the external variables such as temperature, pressure, humidity etc. Both of these quantities can be expressed in terms of one and other. Therefore, a general complex dielectric response of materials can be describe with the complex dielectric susceptibility, χ(ω),
where ı = √ −1 and ǫ 0 is the dielectric permittivity of free space, 1/36π nF/m. ǫ and σ are the dielectric constant at optical frequencies and ohmic conductivity of the material, respectively. Moreover, the simplest form of dielectric relaxation, χ(ω), is oberved for dilute solutions (mixtures) and ferroelectric materials [13] , and is expressed in Debye form [14] 
where χ(0) and τ are the dielectric strength and relaxation time (inverse relaxation rate) of the polarization. At frequencies much higher and lower than inverse relaxation time, 
When the analytical solutions of binary mixtures in two-dimensions are considered, the ema approach supposes two concentric dielectric disks with dielectric permittivities ε 1 and ε 2 such that they are embedded inside the effective medium with dielectric permittivity, ε, as presented in Fig. 1a . In the two-dimensional rad approach, on the other hand, the composite medium is assumed to be composed of monodispersed inclusions (disks) at square lattice sides, as illustrated in Fig. 1b . The effective complex dielectric permittivities calculated by ema [5, 6, 9] and rad [10, 11] , then, yield
where, q is the concentration of the inclusion phases, which are denoted by subscript (2), (0 ≤ q ≤ 1). The parameters A and B are functions of the radius of the inclusion phase, r ≡ q/π,
A and B values converge quickly a constant value for n = m ≥ 10.
Numerical calculations
Analytical calculations of electromagnetic problems using Maxwell's equations, are limited to geometrical constraints. For some simple geometries with a small number of materials (regions) and symmetries, analytical solutions can be found [15, 16, 11, 17, 18] . The analytical solutions are obtained using methods of images [19, 20] , orthogonal functions (Green functions) [21] and complex variable techniques (conformal mapping) [22, 20, 15] . The conformal mapping can only be applied to two-dimensional problems in which the third spatial axis is neglected. For more complex geometries and non-homogeneous regions composed of several materials, numerical solutions of partial differential equations and of integral equations have been developed [23] e.g., the finite difference method, the finite element method, the method of moments and the boundary element method. Numerical solutions of electrostatic problems within a non-conducting medium are based on solving Poisson's equation
where φ, and ρ denote the electrical potential and the total charge in the considered region, respectively. Moreover, if the medium is conductive where no free charges and Figure 2 . The unit cell of square lattice with corners at ABCD used in the calculations. Dark region is the disk inclusion with ε2 and σ2 and the lighter region is the matrix media with ε1 and σ1. 
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When the medium is a mixture of these two cases (lossy dielectric), it consists of dielectric and conductive components. The solution, then, becomes time dependent and is given by a complex electric potential in the region with the coupling of Eqs. (8) and (9), which is also known as the continuity equation.
or equivalently in Fourier-space with frequency dependent properties,
where no free charges are allowed in the region, due to conductivity of the medium (lossy dielectric). Note that ε(ω) in Eq. (11) is given in Eq. (1).
In this work, we have used a field calculation software, 'Ace', [24] based on the fem. A square lattice unit-cell with a hard-disk inclusion was assumed, as shown in Fig. 2 . The boundary conditions were chosen as follows; along line [AB] was the ground potential level, V = 0 V, along line [CD] it was 1 V, and the lines [AD] and [BC] were the symmetry lines (axes of reflection). The calculations were performed under steady-state periodic conditions. The region of interest is meshed using an triangular meshing technique in which we have limited number of triangles by ∼ 8000 elements. The minimum triangle size was selected using the size of the considered inclusion geometry in the meshing procedure. Moreover, the quadratic shape function was used to solve in the fem.
The complex permittivity of a heterogeneous medium can be calculated in several ways, e.g., (i) by using the total current density, j, and the phase difference, θ [25, 26, 27, 28] , (ii) Gauss' law and losses [26, 29, 30] and lastly (iii) by using the average values of dielectric displacement D and electric field E [26, 31] . We have used the first two ways (i & ii) to calculate the complex dielectric permittivities, ε(ω) of the structures considered. The phase parameters, ε and σ, were frequency and voltage independent. The values of ε and σ are chosen such that the interfacial polarization observed has a relaxation time, τ , around 1 s. This is achieved when the matrix phase has ε 1 ≡ ǫ 1 = 2 and σ 1 = 1 pS/m, and the inclusion phase has ε 2 ≡ ǫ 2 = 10 and σ 2 = 100 pS/m. The normalized conductivity values, σ/ǫ 0 , are σ 1 /ǫ 0 = 0.113 S/F and σ 2 /ǫ 0 = 11.3 S/F, respectively. We have focused on two frequencies, 2πµHz and 2πMHz which are, respectively, used as subscripts (µ) and (M) for the appropriate dielectric permittivity values. At these frequencies, the influence of interfacial polarization was negligible, | log ω| ≫ τ −1 , and the composite medium can be expressed with three parameters, ε M , ε µ [≡ ε M + χ(0)] and σ/ǫ 0 .
Results and discussion
The concentration dependence of the electrical properties calculated using the analytical formulae of Eqs. (4) and (5) differ at some concentration level. This is ilustrated in Fig. 3 by the ratio of resulting effective parameters. For concentration values higher than 30 % (q > 0.3), the effective medium quantities obtained from the two analytical approaches start to differ. The behavior of ratios for the dielectric permittivity at low frequencies, ε µ and the conductivity, σ, were similar and the change with respect to concentration, q, was steeper compared to the ratio of the dielectric permittivity at low frequencies, ε M . The difference between the models is due to the approximations and simplifications considered in the geometries. In rad assumptions there are neighboring inclusions whose charge distributions (polarization) influence the polarization of the individual inclusions, however, in ema the polarization of the inclusion is only due to the interface between the inclusion and the matrix phases. Accordingly, in the numerical simulations, three concentration levels were selected, q = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3}, and the ε M -, ε µ -and σ/ǫ 0 -values were calculated. The same quantities obtained from ema and rad are listed in Table 1 for comparison. The differences in the ε M and σ/ǫ 0 values calculated from the analytical models are in the fourth, third and second number after the decimal point for q = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, respectively. However, the change in ε µ is larger for both models at the same concentrations.
In the simulations, we have assumed that the inclusion phase was a two-dimensional object, a regular polygon with n sides, as displayed in Fig. 4 . The polygons were generated using a circle with radius, r, and a contraint on the area of the polygons, q. Then, the radius, r, as a function of n and q is expressed as,
The denominator inside the square root approaches π as n → ∞. The size of radius was also used for the meshing procedure of the computation domain where r n /15 was the size of the minimum triangle. Furthermore, this approach leads to the finite-size scaling considerations [32, 33] in which as n → ∞, the inclusion phase is a perfect disk. As mentioned previously, two different methods were used to calculate the electrical quantities of the binary mixture, and Table 2 presents the results. The first remark was that the difference between the obtained ε µ -values using two different approaches. The discripancy between ε a µ and ε b µ increased as the concentration level, q, was increased. Moreover, when the values were compared top those of Table 1 , except ε b µ , the other calculated quantities had good agreement with the analytical models.
Obtained quantities, ε M -, ε µ -and σ/ǫ 0 , can be described by a trivial relation, which considers the finite-size behavior,
where λ = f (∞, q). We have also scaled the above equation with n − 2 since the calculations were performed in two-dimensions. The λ-values are presented in Table 2 as n → ∞, except ε b µ all others were close to the data in Table 1 . In Fig. 5 , an example of the finite-size behavior is shown. A critical number of sides, n c , is defined, such that over TUNCER Table 2 . Electrical parameters calculated by the fem. this value, n > n c , the effective properties of medium with regular polygons as inclusions are approximately similar to those of a medium with disk shape inclusions. The analysis showed that n c is approximately 15 regardless the concentration levels considered, q ≤ 0.3, and the error in the calculations is < 0.01 % for n c > 15, as displayed in Fig. 5 . In fact, even an decagon (n = 10) can imitate a disk in which the error in the calculated electrical quantities is less than < 0.1 %. Furthermore, Eq. (13) is divided in two,
In Table 3 , the parameters of this behavior, Eq. (13), from a curve-fitting procedure are presented. All calculated quantities had similar behavior as in the Fig. 5 . It was clear to us that the exponents were concentration independent, α = F (q). Moreover, although α 1 was constant for all considered quantities, α 2 was dependent on quantities. Finally, there was no trivial relation between concentration and obtained a values.
Conclusions
Calculations of effective electrical properties of binary dielectric mixtures were used to evaluate number of sides of a regular polygon in order the considered polygon to imitate a disk in computer calculations. We assumed a meduim with inclusions as regular polygons with n sides, and calculated the electrical quantities, i.e., dielectric permittivity and ohmic conductivity by using the fem, which were later compared to those of analytical formulae. In the simulations the concentration of the inclusion phase was constant and the shape of the inclusion was assumed to be regular polygons with n sides. The size of the polygon was used to control the fem discretization of the computational domain. The analytical models were based on ema and rad, and two different procedures were used to estimate the effective properties. It was found that the procedure based on Gauss' law and the total losses in the medium was not that succesfull as the other one based on the current and phase shift between the applied voltage and current. In order to find the polygon to mimic a disk, the finite-size scaling behavior was introduced by considering the number of sides, n, in the regular polygons; in reality, a regular polygon with n sides becomes a disk as n → ∞. It was found that for n > 15, there was no significant change in the effective electrical quantities of mixture for low concentrations, q ≤ 0.3. Consequently, when the effective quantities of mixture with an regular decagon inclusion was compated with those obtained from the analytical formulae for a similar mixture with a disk inclusion, the percentage error between quantities yield less than 0.1 %. The symbols open ( ) and filled (•) indicate the solutions obtained using the current density and phase shift between the applied voltage and current and using Gauss' law and the total losses in the medium, respectively. The solid lines (--) represents the fitted curves. nc is the critical side number for regular polygons.
